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THE VOLUNTEERS OF TOSCANIA 

GAME DESCRIPTION 

1. OBJECT OF THE GAME 

     a.  Be the first player to accumulate the agreed upon number of volunteer    
         points (10-13), DURING YOUR TURN.   
 

2. SETUP 

   - Put outer border together. 
   - Randomly fit harbor hexes next to border. 
   - Randomly fit land hexes inside border to form game  
      board, and place a number on each land hex.    
    

   

3.  BEGINNING PLAY  
  -  Players mutually agree on how many points between 8-12, or  
     a time can be set, to determine the end of the game and the  
      winner.  
  -  Each player shakes the two dice to determine who goes first. 
  -  Player with the highest number goes first, continue clockwise. 
  -  First Round – a player places a hut on a free intersection on  
     a land hex or ocean port, adjacent to land.  Then places a trail next to the hut. 
  -  Second Round – players shake dice again, lowest number goes first.  Continue 

    clockwise.  Each player places another hut and trail on ANY free hex intersection     
    on the board.  The trail needs to be placed next to the hut. 
 -  There must be 2 trail spaces between each hut, yours or an opponent’s, in  
     order to build.  This is called the “GOOD NEIGHBOR” RULE. 
  -  Play continues clockwise. 
  -  Each player collects the assets of the hexes that their first round game piece is on. 
 

4.  A PLAYER’S TURN 

  -  Must roll dice to begin turn, unless playing a Scoundrel card.   
 -  Shake the dice for asset production.  Each player collects assets from the hex  
     matching the number of the sum of the dice. 
  -  You may BUILD trails and buildings. 
  -  You may TRADE assets with other players, and at your asset ocean ports.. 
  -  You may BUY up to 3 opportunity cards, and play 1 opportunity card. 
  -  You may play 1 opportunity card from your hand. 
  -  You may PLACE the SCOUNDREL on an opponent’s only hex when you roll a “6”,  
      or play a SCOUNDREL CARD. 
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5. BUILDING –  
     To build a hut, the “Good Neighbor” Rule must be followed.  Build only on free hex   
      intersections where 3 hexes come together. 
         -  TRAILS – Built on land hex edges or along coastal waters. 
  -  HUT – Built at free intersections and connected to one of  
                        your trails. You must build a hut first, then the hut  
                        can be enhanced, to a school,  hospital, or worship  
                        place. 
 

6. ASSET PRODUCTION 

 -  Assets are materials and livestock: trees, blocks, cow,  
    sheep,  and chicken. 
 -  Conceal cards from opponents. 
 -  The sum of the dice directs which hex produces assets. 
 -  Each player with a hut or building on a hex intersection,  
     receives an asset card(s). 
 -  Assets are collected as follows: 
 -  Hut- 1 asset card of hex number rolled. 
         -  Building- School, hospital, or worship place, 2 asset  
                           cards of hex number rolled.  
 

7.  TRADING 

  -  Other players may propose trades to you, but not to any other 

     player. 
  -  During your turn, you may trade assets 4:1 with the asset 
      bureau, by trading in 4 of the same asset card for 1 asset card   
     of your choice. 
  -  If you have a hut or building on an ocean port, at any intersection adjacent to land 

     hexes, you may trade assets according to the ocean port. 
 

8. ROLLING A “6” – COLLECTING ASSETS 

  -  When a “6” is rolled for asset production, no player collects assets in that turn. 
  -  A player holding more than 8 asset cards must give half of the total cards in their  
     hand, to the player with the lowest points.   
 

9.  OPPORTUNITY CARDS-  3 types: 
   - ADVANCEMENT- Trail building, market day, and construction.  
   - SCOUNDREL      - Moves the Scoundrel pawn. 
   - VOLUNTEER POINTS - Immediate points for the player    
      drawing the card, place face up in front of you. 
-  Do not let other players see your other opportunity cards. 
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10.  THE SCOUNDREL PAWN    
  -  When players roll a “6”, or play a scoundrel card, they may take the  
      scoundrel pawn and place it on an opponent’s only hex of their 

      choice. 
  -  The player placing the pawn may now drawn1 asset   
      card from the opponent.  The player placing the pawn  
      may not have any trails or buildings on this hex.  
  -  While the pawn is on this hex, and the number of this 

     hex is rolled, the player placing the pawn also receives     
      the same assets. 
  -  If the pawn is placed on a hex with more than 1    
     opponent, the player selects 1 opponent and draws 1  
     asset card from that player. 
 -  The action of the scoundrel pawn remains with the player currently in control of the  
     pawn.   
  -  When rolling a “6”, or playing a scoundrel card, a player may place the scoundrel   
     pawn on an opponent’s only asset ocean port, and receive trading privileges.  The  
     player also draws 1 card from the opponent on the ocean port hex. 
 

11. SCORING  
  -  First player to score the agreed upon points to end the game, DURING YOUR     
     TURN wins.  Or the time set to end the game arrives. 
  -  Volunteer points are earned as follows: 
 -Hut     - 1 point 
 -School, Hospital           - 2 points 

 -Worship Place           - 2 points 

 
 -  Exclusive Volunteer Points Cards are awarded to the FIRST player to: 
 
  LONGEST TRAIL- Build 6 consecutive 

           connected trails. 
         - Side trails do not count. 
         - 2 points 

 
  MOST OCEAN PORTS 

        - Build an enhancement on an ocean port. 
         - 2 points 

 
  MOST SCOUNDRELS- Turn up 4 scoundrel cards. 
                                   - 2 points. 
 

 

  
-  To receive an Exclusive Volunteer Points card, a player must have built the  
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      required number of trails, ocean ports, or turned up 4 scoundrel cards. 
 -  An opponent may take an Exclusive Volunteers Point card away from the current 
     owner, by building at least ONE additional trail, or turned up ONE additional   
     scoundrel card, than the current owner. 
 -  To take the “Most Ocean Ports” Exclusive Points card from the current owner, a  
     player must be the latest player to build an enhancement on a harbor. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 
 
1.  OCEAN PORT   -  a hut or enhancement placed on any 

                                  ocean port hex intersection adjacent to a  
                                  land hex. 
                               -  Allows a player to trade on that hex. 
 
 
2.  “GOOD NEIGHBOR RULE”-  There must be at least 2 trail 
                                                    spaces between huts, yours or 
                                                    an opponent’s, in order to build. 
 
 
 
3. ENHANCEMENT-  A hut that has been enhanced and replaced by a school, 
                                  hospital, or worship place. 
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